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MOBILE 
YARD RAMP 

RAMP UP YOUR PRODUCTION 

The mobile yard ramp provides ground level access to trucks, railcars or buildings.  The ramp will create a loading facility   

instantly, without new construction.  Maximum capacities up to 35,000 lbs. and certain models in stock and ready to ship  

next day.   

HYDRAULIC HAND PUMP–  The pump quickly adjusts top 

end of the ramp with bed of the vehicle or loading dock.  

The pump is on the outside of the ramp which allows 

easy maintenance.  The handle is stored out of the way. 

SINGLE CYLINDER-– With a single cylinder design the 

ramp raises and lowers evenly every time.  The single 

cylinder also requires fewer pumps to raise the ramp to 

its desired position.   

RAMP FEATURES: 



POSITIONING SLEEVE (Standard on all steel models)-

Provides a durable means of positioning the ramp into 

place.  The design allows 180 degrees of motion to  

maneuver those tight spaces.  Not intended for long 

distance towing. 

SOLID/PNEUMATIC TIRES (Standard on all ramps) -      

Premium 18” tires, ideal for use in all applications.   The 

solid tires are maintenance free and can handle irregular 

or bumpy surfaces.   

15” LIP– Deep overlap of frame at high end is  

assurance that the ramp rests firmly on the carrier   

body or dock floor.  Eight-foot-long safety chains and 

hooks are provided for added security and increase 

safety. 

DECK GRATING AND CURB – Grating is constructed  

of electro-forged serrated steel for superior strength 

and traction.  Seven inch curb height prevents          

accidental vehicle runoff.  

8-FOOT LEVEL OFF SECTION -  Provides easy access to  

trucks and loading docks alike.   The level of section 

provides more room to get those hard to reach loads on 

the back of the truck. 

LOW END PLATE – 36” long.   Approach plate is beveled 

from the underside to provide a smooth ground-level 

entry, eliminating jolts and bumps when forklifts travel 

on and off the ramp. 


